Special Meeting
Marsden Point Terminal Proposal
6 August 2021

Disclaimer & Important Information
Information: This presentation has been prepared solely for information purposes to provide a general
overview of The New Zealand Refining Company Limited’s (Refining NZ) proposed conversion to an
import terminal (the Conversion). The information in this presentation and any other information that is
otherwise provided to any person by or on behalf of Refining NZ (collectively, the Information) does not
purport to contain all of the information that a person may consider material, desire or require for the
purposes of evaluating Refining NZ, its business, its assets and / or the Conversion. This presentation
should be read together with the Notice of Special Meeting and Explanatory Booklet dated 5 July 2021,
which are available on www.nzx.com under Refining NZ’s ticker code “NZR”.
Forward-looking statements: The Information and other communications or statements made by
Refining NZ or its shareholders, directors, employees, agents or advisors may include forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements are all statements other than statements of historical fact,
including (without limitation) any statement regarding strategy, financial condition, plans, projections,
assumptions, expectations, prospects, estimates, forecasts, management targets, potential exposure to
market and business risks, and any other statement or estimate regarding the future prospects or
performance of Refining NZ, its business or its assets including following any Conversion. By their nature,
forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they are based on assumptions and
judgements and relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future. There are a
number of factors that could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those
expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements, such as the risks identified in Section 6 of the
Explanatory Booklet, dated 5 July 2021. You acknowledge that any forward-looking information provided to
you: (i) is provided for illustrative purposes only; (ii) reflects various judgements and assumptions which
may or may not prove to be correct, reasonable or reliable; (iii) is subject to the emergence of new risk
factors and to unexpected impacts of known risks; and (iv) may be affected by subsequent events,
including changes in economic and other circumstances.
Financial information: Forward looking figures in this presentation are unaudited and may include nonGAAP financial measures and information. Not all of the financial information (including any non-GAAP
information) will have been prepared in accordance with, nor is it intended to comply with: (i) the financial
or other reporting requirements of any regulatory body; or (ii) the accounting principles generally accepted
in New Zealand or any other jurisdiction with IFRS. Some figures may be rounded and so actual
calculation of the figures may differ from the figures in this presentation. Non-GAAP financial information
does not have a standardised meaning prescribed by GAAP and therefore may not be comparable to
similar financial information presented by other entities. Non-GAAP financial information in this
presentation is not audited or reviewed.

No representation or warranty: To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither Refining NZ, nor any of
its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors, shall have any liability for, nor do any
of them give any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to, the accuracy, completeness,
reliability, adequacy or reasonableness of any statements, opinions, information or matters (express or
implied) contained in, or derived from, or any omissions from: (i) the Information; or (ii) any other
communication transmitted to any person in relation to Refining NZ, its business, its assets or the
Conversion. No person has any obligation to update or revise any Information, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, subject to Refining NZ’s continuous disclosure obligations. Nothing
will create or constitute any implication, representation or warranty that there has been no change in the
Information or the affairs or prospects of Refining NZ, its business or assets and the details of the
Conversion since the date of this presentation or since the date at which any Information is expressed to
be applicable.
No reliance: This presentation does not constitute investment, accounting, financial, legal, tax or other
professional advice. By receiving or using this presentation, you acknowledge that you are responsible for,
amongst other things, obtaining your own investment, accounting, financial, legal, tax and other
professional advice, and conducting your own investigation and analysis of the Conversion, Refining NZ,
its business, its assets, the Information and any assumptions, uncertainties and contingencies which may
underlie any such information. Any reliance by any person on any Information is a matter for that person’s
own judgement and no liability is accepted by Refining NZ or any of its shareholders, officers, directors,
agents, employees or advisors for any such reliance to the maximum extent permitted by law.
Exclusion of liability: By receiving or using this presentation you further acknowledge and agree that
neither Refining NZ nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, or advisors: (i) will
be liable to reimburse or compensate any person for any liabilities, costs, losses or expenses incurred by
you or any of your shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors in connection with the
review, investigation, evaluation or analysis of this presentation, the Information, Refining NZ, its business,
its assets or the Conversion, or otherwise arising from any such review, investigation, evaluation or
analysis, including any voting decision at the Special Meeting on 6 August 2021 or decision to buy or sell
shares or bonds in Refining NZ; or (ii) have any obligation to negotiate or complete any aspect of the
Conversion with any party and Refining NZ reserves the right to discontinue discussions concerning the
Conversion at any time and for any reason.
Not an offer: This presentation is not a product disclosure statement, prospectus or other disclosure
document under New Zealand law or any other law. This presentation is for information purposes only and
is not an invitation or offer of securities for subscription, purchase or sale in any jurisdiction.
Severability: This disclaimer applies to the maximum extent permitted by law. To the extent that any part
of this disclaimer would be valid or enforceable under the law if that disclaimer was read down, then that
clause must be read down to the minimum extent necessary to achieve that result. If that part of the
disclaimer cannot be read down, then that part may be severed from this disclaimer so that it shall have no 2
effect and the remaining parts of the disclaimer shall remain in force.
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Introduction
Refining NZ proposes to convert the Marsden Point site to a fuel import terminal,
changing its name to Channel Infrastructure

Agenda
• Strategic Review
• Terminal Proposal
• Investment
Highlights
• Comparison to
Simplified Refinery

• Resolutions
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Online attendees – Question Process
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Online attendees – Voting
Process
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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
SIMON ALLEN
#

Strategic Review

Optimal business model to maximise “through the cycle”
returns to shareholders

Strategic review context

Case for change

Strategic review outcome

Significant decline in GRM,
exacerbated by COVID-19

Structural oversupply in refining
capacity

Simplify refining operations to
maintain cash neutral operations at
the Fee Floor in 2021

Refinery returns consistently below
cost of capital

Refinery is globally subscale with
increasing energy costs impacting
competitiveness

Highly consultative process,
including customers, Government
and other stakeholders

Decarbonisation of the New Zealand
economy

Proposed conversion to import
terminal operations in 2022, with
substantial progress made with
customers on commercial
framework

Customer preference for import supply
chain
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Marsden Point Terminal Proposal

177 hectares of land
35 year resource consent
Deep harbour and jetty access
Large electricity and gas connections
Proximity to NZ’s largest population base
Note: The TLF and Wiri Terminal end-delivery points do not form part of the Import
Terminal System (ITS) assets owned by Refining NZ.
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Channel Infrastructure

New Zealand’s leading independent fuel infrastructure company, with a focused
strategy to grow and develop Marsden Point, including as an energy hub
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Investment Highlights

Critical infrastructure delivering more stable earnings
through long term customer agreements



Ownership of critical and highly efficient infrastructure



Long term customer contracts



Projected stable earnings, cash flow and dividends



Supporting decarbonisation of New Zealand’s economy



Focussed growth strategy
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Investment Highlights

Ownership of critical and highly efficient infrastructure
• Primarily supplying Auckland and Northland
fuel requirements, which make up 40% of
New Zealand fuel demand
• On current forecasts, the RAP will
meet Auckland’s future fuel demand
• RAP supplies all of the jet fuel distributed to
Auckland International Airport (AIA)
• Jet fuel is expected to recover to ‘preCOVID-19’ levels and then continue
to grow with links to GDP and wealth
metrics
• Tourism expected to underpin longterm asset utilisation
• New Zealand’s largest transport fuels
storage capacity
• 180 million litre capacity
• Potential for up to 100 million litres of
additional private storage

Based on Hale & Twomey’s forecast, issued in January 2021, which reflects a faster transition away from fossil
fuels than previously expected, now factoring in New Zealand’s commitment to zero net greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050. The Hale & Twomey forecast reflects a change in consumer sentiment and actions attributable to COVID19. Further growth and sustained demand for jet fuel is expected to underpin long-term ITS utilisation, in contrast to
a long-term decline, initially in petrol and then diesel. The Hale & Twomey forecasts are for fossil fuels only and
make no assumptions on biofuel substitution. The Business New Zealand Energy Council (BEC) Tui and Kea
scenario implied year on year growth rates have been applied to anticipated Auckland+Northland petrol and diesel
volumes from 2023 (Hale & Twomey) and to jet from 2026 (to accommodate Covid-19 jet demand recovery)
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Investment Highlights

Long term customer contracts
• 10-year initial term with 2 x 5-year options to renew
(at customer option)
• Combination of fixed and throughput-based fees
for shared terminal capacity:
• Incentivises customer utilisation of
infrastructure
• Fixed fees expected to largely cover cash
costs
• PPI-based escalation of all fees

• Minimum take-or-pay commitments, supporting
debt funding of initial conversion costs and
allowing for recovery in jet fuel demand
• Additional revenue opportunities through private
storage

• Potential for third party access to unutilised RAP
capacity after first 3 years of initial term
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Investment Highlights

Projected stable earnings, cash flow and dividends
Commentary

Example EBITDA calculations

• Revenue from shared terminal capacity, IPL laboratory testing services,
Wiri terminal lease (until 2025) and any Private Storage services (to be
priced on a value accretive basis)

• Assuming revenue of:
• $95 million – expected average fees for shared
terminal capacity over initial 10-year term

• Group operating expenses expected to be in the order of $35 million
p.a. (including IPL)

• $10 million – other revenue
• Private storage and other revenue opportunities would be
incremental

• Strong conversion of EBITDA into free cash flow:
• Stabilised capital expenditure expected to be in the order of
$5-10 million p.a.; and

EBITDA (GROUP)

• Material tax losses expected from conversion to offset future
income tax liabilities; estimated at $400-$450 million1 (subject to
Income Tax legislation)

Shared terminal revenue

(IN REAL TERMS)

- Laboratory testing services

4

- Wiri lease3
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Operating expenses
• Initial conversion costs of $200 to $220 million spread over 5-6
years2

• Dividend pay-out ratio of 60-70% of Free Cash Flow4

95

Other revenue

• Dividends are expected to recommence 1-2 years after
commencement of terminal opertaions:

• Initial period of deleveraging to reduce leverage below 4.5x Net
Debt/EBITDA

$MILLION

EBITDA

(35)
70

1

On 31 December 2020 the Company had tax losses amounted to c.$55 million, with an expectation that a similar quantum could
be generated prior to the commencement of import terminal services. The write-off of refinery assets on or after the Services
Effective Date under the TSA is expected to generated tax losses of $300-$350 million.
2 In addition, demolition costs of $50 to $60 million are expected to be incurred, with timing yet to be determined (having regard to
site repurposing and not expected to be required within 10 years of terminal operations commencement).
3 Wiri Terminal lease expires 2025 with assets reverting to customer ownership
4 Free Cash Flow means adjusted net cash generated from operations less maintenance capital expenditure
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Investment Highlights

Supporting decarbonisation of
New Zealand’s economy
• Significant contribution to New Zealand’s decarbonisation:
• circa 98% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions5 of
over 1 million tonnes per annum
• Approximately 85% reduction in required electricity supply
and no natural gas requirements
• Participate in decarbonisation of transport fuels and energy
through repurposing of the Marsden Point site with options
including the import, storage or production of biofuels, including
sustainable aviation fuel
• Potential to develop shovel ready Maranga Ra solar project

5

Compared to current CO2 emissions.
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Investment Highlights

Focussed growth strategy –
Marsden Point as an energy hub
Flexibly developing
Marsden Point as an
energy hub for the
north of New Zealand

Leveraging
independent
operator capabilities
across a broader
asset base

• Strategic fuel storage6
• Growth in electricity
• Other imports
• Transition to future fuels – biofuels, SAF
and hydrogen imports, production, storage

• Specialist infrastructure owner
and operator
• Reduced cost of capital
• Operational synergies
Terminals throughout New Zealand

In light of Refining NZ’s potential conversion from a refinery to a fuel import terminal, MBIE commissioned Hale & Twomey to
prepare advice on how this potential change might impact fuel security risks and the options for mitigating these risks. These
reports are available at www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-generation-andmarkets/liquid-fuel-market/oil-security-in-new-zealand/
6
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Comparison to Simplified
Refinery

Fundamental change in business risk profile and an
expected near-term return to dividends
CHANNEL INFRASTRUCTURE WOULD PROVIDE:

 Significantly lower earnings volatility

• Relatively stable earnings with a fixed fee component, take-or-pay protection
and lower operating expenses
• Removes significant exposure to refining margins and US$ exchange rate

 Sustainable earnings and return to dividends

• Future earnings will primarily be a function of changes in fuel demand and
any value-added services. The proposed fixed and variable fee structure
incentivises utilisation.
• Ability of the refinery to generate cash and pay dividends is dependent on a
recovery in GRM and the level of refinery utilisation by Customers

 Lower operational risk and capital intensity

• Lower operational risk with less complex and hazardous operations
• Significantly reduced on-going maintenance capex requirements

 Reduced energy cost and carbon exposure

• Lower direct carbon emissions and opportunities to participate in
decarbonisation of transport fuels
• Significantly reduced exposure to high costs of electricity and gas in New
Zealand
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Timeline

Strategic Review
Phase 1
(April-June 2020)

Simplified Refinery
implementation
(July 2020 - Jan 2021)

Import terminal
assessment/planning
(July 2020-now)

Final Investment Decision (FID) /
Binding customer agreements
(Target – end Q3 2021)

Import terminal
commencement
(Target – by mid-2022)

Consultation with Government, employees, Iwi and community on our future

Refinery Transition Working group formed to support transition
Customer term sheet & TSA
negotiations

Customer consultation & negotiation

Shareholder and lender
approvals
Front-end engineering & design and detailed planning

Workforce engagement, planning and consultation

Refinery run-down planning
and execution

Refinery decommissioning
(2 years)

Import terminal works

Ongoing terminal works
(5-6 years)

Workforce development

Workforce transition
(2 years)

Site repurposing opportunity identification

Site repurposing
(10+ years)

SIMON ALLEN
CHAIRMAN
#

Shareholder Approval

Now is the right time to make this change

In the opinion of Independent Appraiser,
Grant Samuel:
•

“Maintaining the Simplified Refinery until
2035 would be a sub-optimal outcome for
Refining NZ and its shareholders”

•

“The transition to an Import Terminal is fair
to the Non-Customer Shareholders of
Refining NZ”

The Independent Directors unanimously
Recommend that shareholders vote in favour
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Resolution 1

Change in nature of business and major transaction

“That the Proposal is approved for the purposes of NZX Listing Rule 5.1.1(a) and, to the extent
applicable, NZX Listing Rule 5.1.1(b) and Section 129 of the Companies Act 1993, subject to the
Approval Requirements”.
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Resolution 2

Provision of import terminal services

“That Refining NZ’s entry into documentation with each of the Customers (or their nominees) for
the provision of import terminal services and transitional arrangements from the Processing
Agreements, is approved as a Material Transaction under NZX Listing Rule 5.2.1”.
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Questions
<#>

Online attendees – Question Process

3

Resolutions

Resolution 1:
“That the Proposal is approved for the purposes of NZX Listing Rule 5.1.1(a) and, to the extent
applicable, NZX Listing Rule 5.1.1(b) and Section 129 of the Companies Act 1993, subject to the
Approval Requirements”.

Resolution 2:
"That Refining NZ's entry into documentation with each of the Customers (or their nominees) for
the provision of import terminal services and transitional arrangements from the Processing
Agreements, is approved as a Material Transaction under NZX Listing Rule 5.2.1"
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OUR SHAREHOLDERS ARE
KEY STAKEHOLDERS
We welcome your further feedback.
Please email us at: corporate@refiningnz.com
<#>
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